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INTRODUCTION 

This investigation of the angular distribution of 

high energy neutrons scattered by helium was undertaken 

to gain information about the scattering process, 

The range 16-18 mev* bombarding energy in the labora¬ 

tory system was selected because neutrons from 14.1 to 

18,5 mev, can be obtained from the bombarding of tritium 

by deuterons accelerated by the Rice Institute 2,5 mev, 

Van de Graaff. The total cross section for the reaction 

h + He^ He^ 4 n in this region is a smoothly, slightly 

decreasing function of the energy,-*- The tritium targets 

were mad© by absorbing tritium in zirconium that had been 

evaporated on tungsten. 

One method of performing this experiment would be by 

means of a helium filled cloud chamber,2 Since there are 

no states in He*5 below a neutron energy of 18.5 mev, that 

decay to anything but He^ 4 n, it is possible to have the 

He" as the counting gas of a proportional counter or ioniza 

tion chamber. The latter method, while not as accurate as 

the cloud chamber method, is much faster and the data is 

less arduous to reduce. In this experiment the He^ was 

used as the counting gas in a large ionisation chamber. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The final properties of the counter are as shown in 

Figure 1* The counter was constructed of a 5” diameter 

brass cylinder (internal dimensions 4*75")* One end was 

sealed by a 1/2" thick brass disk* An Atomic Instrument 

Company Model 205 B preamplifier, connected to the center 

wire through a kovar, and a 0-400 pound pressure gauge were 

mounted at this end* The other end was constructed so that 

it Could be removed. Ten ampere fuse wire was used as a 

seal and eight 1/4" steel bolts secured the end to give a 

sufficient safety factor at 300 pounds pressure. The kovar 

at this end was shortened to give as large a counting volume 

near the target as possible without distorting the electric 

field excessively* The Inside length of the counter when 

closed was 11 12/32" and the distance between the kovars 

was 10 20/32", 

On the wall, midway from the ends, a port was made and 

sealed using 10 ampere fuse wire so that an alpha source 

could be inserted in the counter* Thorium emanation, 

giving two groups of aloha particles (8*76 mev* and 8*01 
3 

mev*), was collected on the end of a 1/32" needle. The 

distance the needle projected into the chamber was varied to 

give different columnation of the particles* A small iron 

door with a hole on one side and a shield on the other was 

placed so the hole or the shield could be moved In front of 
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the alpha source by a magnet* The hole let only those 

alphas that passed near the wire into the counter* The 

shield let only those alphas that passed near the wall 

into the counter* 

The first step in filling the counter was evacuat¬ 

ing it by means of an oil diffusion pump and Hyvac pump* 

Using a liquid air trap in the vacuum system, a pressure 

s of 10 m*rn« of mercury* as measured by an ion gauge, was 

obtained* The helium used was oil free helium obtained 

from the Bice Institute low temperature laboratory* 

Before entering the counter* it was passed through another 

liquid air trap in order to catch any water vapor that 

might be present* 

The center wire was connected to a nuclear Instru¬ 

ments and Chemical Company Model 1050 0-+5000 volt variable 

regulated power supply* The wall of the counter was 

grounded* Pulses from the preamplifier were amplified 

by an Atomic Ins true© nts Company Model 204 B Linear Ampli¬ 

fier. An Atomic Instruments Company Model 510 single channel 

pulse height analyser selected pulses between a bias E and 

E + AS, which were then recorded by a scale of 34 and 

register* 

For the best operation of the counter it was desired 

to have a pulse caused by a certain energy recoil helium 

particle be equal to a pulse caused by the same energy 

recoil at any other point in the counter* The Inhomo - 
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gsneity of the field at the .ends could cause seme 

diff0s?eac©1. .;Bie largest variation was found due to 

recombination near the walla or gas amplification near 

the wire, Alao the distance the electrons traveled in 

the electric field would cause ;& variation*, , The variables 

immediately present' were*':: wire..- diameter.*,- gas • pressure*-, , 

Collecting-voltage*' said rise, time.*: . :. . . ...... 

At' 290.'pounds*-'.. 3500 volts,::and:♦342'n diameter wire*-. ,- 

it was found that there was still some recombination and 

ion attachment ■■ near- the walls*' decreasing., the- pulse size* ., 

Since the electrons from ionisations near the wall had a 

longer path length in the electric field* the pulse was 

increased and this tended to balance the decrease due to 

the recombination near the wall* Figure 2 shows the 

different shape of the curves near the wall and near the 

center for + SGOG volts and * 3000 volts at 300 pounds 

pressure. The range of the 8,76 mev* alpha was 2*6 era* , 

The rise time was 5 microsecond* . . 

The counter was placed coaxially with the deuteron 

beam and 3/4w in front of the target* The target was 

B 6/8" from the inside wall of the near end of the counter* 

so that the actual counting volume of the counter sub¬ 

tended a maximum angle of 80® as Illustrated in Figure 3* 

The neutron*a energy varies with the angle of emission*^ 

causing a maximum spread in energy of *8 mev. The 

deuteron beam was bent through 90° by the analyzing 
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magnet, allowing only monoenergetic deuterons to pass 

through the slits. A 30 kev. thick tritium target, a 

quartz plate, a silver blank, and a 7 kev. ceresin target 

were placed in the target assembly so that any one of them 

could be rotated into the beam. 

A large anthracene crystal (l/2H by 1 1/2") mounted 

on a RCA 5819 photomultiplier tube was placed near the 

middle of the helium counter and used as a neutron moni¬ 

tor. It was biased high enough to exclude counts due to 

gamma rays. The pulse width, A E, for the helium counter, 

was set at 3 volts. The gain of the amplifier was set to 

give maximum pulses of about 70 volts. For a given time, 

the number of counts of the helium counter, U, and the 

number of counts of the monitor, M, were recorded at 

different biases B* Experiments were carried out at the 

two neutron energies 16.2 mav. and 18*0 mev. 

When the counter v/as well grounded, the noise was 

less than 5 volts. The silver blank gave negligible counts 

above 5 volts. Gamma rays from quartz bombarded by deuter¬ 

ons were negligible above 10 volts. Neutrons from carbon 

did produce appreciable counts above 10 volts but were 

down to about 13$ of D-T neutrons (deuteron energy « 1.7 mov.) 

at 20 volts, 1.7 mev* deuterons bombarding tritium produce 

17,9 mev* neutrons. 

(5) 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figures 4 and 5 show graphs of the number of counts 

of the helium counter per number of counts of the moni¬ 

tor for AE a 3 volts versus the energy of the recoil 

helium. 

Let; . .... 

laboratory 

system 

Ep a energy of recoil helium 

E0 - neutron energy 

ft s angle of scattered recoil He 

© ts angle of scattering of neuterons in center cf mass 

M' - mass of He 

m s neutron mass 

It can be shown that;® 

JR . 4&& _ crv mp EQ cos
2 ft 

and; 

© - 2ft & TT 

Therefore; 

Era |§ Eo sin2 (9/2) Equation 1 

The solid angle is; 

dSt 8 attain © d © 

Mi x 
It follows that Is proportional to ^ and 

that Figures 4 and 5.read directly in cross section per 

unit solid angle,. The angle of scattering can be found 

(6) 
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fxrom equation 1> i -; ^ ■ 

The .maximum'' point: of the back scab ter ad peak was 

taken as 8 “180°.* ■ ■ •. 

■OOHOL0SIOH 

The■helium nucleus might be considered as an impone- 

tr&ble sphere*® The interaction potential would be 

infinite for r<a and aero for r>aj r being the distance 

between the two particles, To satisfy these conditions^ 

the/wave function for r>a must be zero at r « a* This 

gives the phase shifts at largo values of r» and the cross 

section as a function of the scattering angle could be 

calculated. Using this model with a neutron energy of 

18 mev.j, the best fit was obtained \vith a value of 

a -s 1,93'.x 10~^crfl* This is smaller than the radius of 

the helium nucleus predicted by the equation R s X'QA*^ , 

where r0 -1,5 s 10”^^cm,s and A is the atomic weight* 

The theoretical curve was matched to the experimental 

curve at Sa 180°* as plotted by the lower curve in 

Figure 5* 

The minimum for the theoretical curve occurred at 

about the same angle and cross section as the minimum for 

the experimental curve, At angles below the minimum, the 

experimental curve rises much faster than the theoretical 

curve. The discrepancy is well above the value of 0 where 
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the fEotors of noise and background might be an explana¬ 

tion of It* A comparison of the experimental curves,at 

the two energies seems to Indicate that with increasing 

energy the minimum is moving toward larger angles* How¬ 

ever 3 the lack of experimental points might be misleading* 

Also the position of the minimum depends on the selection 

of 8 - 180°* • The.-1 minimum -from, the Impenetrable sphere 

model moves toward smaller angles with increasing energy* 

Feld* Feshbach, Goldberger, Goldstein, 
oJbbvcucMv* 

and Welsskopf7*8 

have treated the case of -a finite interaction. 

potential for r<a and zero potential.for r>a. By match- . 

ing :the wave functions for r<a and their derivatives to 

the wave functions for r>a and their derivatives respectively, 

the phase shifts and cross section could bo found, A 
oJtfcau 

•rogulclvo potential for r<a equal to 27 mev, was used. 

Their results for a - 5 x lO^Scm, and a bombarding energy 

of 14,4 may, are given in Figure S, This model does not 

appear to resemble the experimental curve. The predicted 

minimum also moves■■ toward smaller values as the neutron 

energy increases. 

Pure elastic scattering may not be the correct theory 

for neutrons scattered at the energies considered here* 

From an investigation of the angular distribution of 

neutrons scattered by helium from 4GQ kev, to 2730 kev,, , 

Adair concluded that the angular distribution was consis¬ 

tent with a description of the neutron interaction of an 

(8) 
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Inverted PJ. - doublet in He® split by approximately 

5 mev. He showed that above the P^. level (at about 

1 mev*) the angular distribution took the shape of a 

parabola and the minimum moved toward larger angles as 

the energy of the neutron increased* His theoretical 

interpretation included only phase shifts due to S and 

P waves, since at 4 mev* the phase shift due to D waves 

was expected to be less than a few degrees# 

For neutrons with 18 mev. bombarding energy the 

phase shifts due to D waves would be appreciable and 

phase shifts due to waves of higher angular momentum 

might enter. A resonance a few mev* below the energy of 

this experiment might produce angular distributions 

similar to those found experimentally. However, no 

levels have been observed in He® above the P| level up 

to 18.5 mev* neutron energy* Only a small amount of data 

has been taken with 5-14 mev* bombarding neutrons, which 

leaves gaps that might contain resonances# 

in future expansions of this experiment more care 

should be taken to reduce the noise and background# A 

better signal to noise ratio might be obtained by using 

a shorter rise time# thus lessening the possibility that 

noise and pulses due to Yrays would combine to give a 

larger pulse than either one separately* By trying 

different 6AK5»s, one might be found that would reduce 

the noise in the first stage of the preamplifier. The 

(9) 



background due to neutrons from carbon could be 

appreciably reduced by using a new target, since the 

target used in this experiment was noticeably dis¬ 

colored from carbon. Hot much can be done to reduce 

the background due to Vs, however, ,7 mev. Yray would 

produce a maximum pulse of only #3 mev. in the counter, 

Future experiments should cover a wider range of energy 

to give a better comparison of the change of angular 

distribution with energy. 

(XO) 
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